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We discuss a system which generalizes the Bernoulli equation analogously to the
way Rogers and Schief generalize the Ermakov system and set both in a geometri-
cal context. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xErmakov systems 9 usually belong to a general class of equations of the
form
x q n 2 x s f x , . . . , x , i s 1, . . . , n , 1Ž . Ž .Èi i i 1 n
where the f are homogeneous functions of weight y3 and n 2 is generallyi
Ža function of t, x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x t being the independent variable ofÇ Ç1 n 1 n
. 2 2Ž .derivation . We shall assume that n s n t , although the more general
Ž .case is a topic of interest. In the case that n s 2 the equations 1 are the
two dimensional Ermakov systems. Generalizations to the case of more
w xindependent variables have been considered in 10 .
Ž .Not all the systems 1 possess the most desirable and fundamental
property of the two dimensional case. Take a more general pair of
equations:
x q h t , x , y x s xy3 f t , xryŽ . Ž .È
2Ž .
y q h t , x , y y s yy3 g t , xry .Ž . Ž .È
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Under a similar kind of transformation to those discussed below, such a
pair may be transformed to the pair:
x q g t , x x s xy3 f t , xŽ . Ž .È
3Ž .
y q g t , x y s yy3 h t , x , y .Ž . Ž .È
Ž .The functions f , g and h are as in system 2 but the variables t, x and y
are new. Thus, in general, a decoupling of one dependent variable is
Žachievable. In certain circumstances less general choices of the functions
.f , g and h the system decouples to a single ordinary differential equation
and a linear equation whose coefficients depend on the independent
variable via a particular solution of the former equation. This kind of
observation has motivated at least the following two classes of generaliza-
tion.
w x Ž .The generalizations due to Leach 6 are systems of the form 1
possessing a specific sl symmetry algebra. They contain a single general2
function and can be shown to be linear extensions of general Hamiltonian
w xsystems on spheres of appropriate dimension 1 .
w xThe other generalization due to Rogers and Schief 11 is the one upon
Ž .which we shall concentrate. They call system 1 an n-dimensional general-
ized Ermakov system if under a certain change of variable it becomes an
n y 1-dimensional generalized Ermakov system augmented by a single
linear equation. This inductive definition starts from the classical case
n s 2. The Leach generalizations will not, in general, belong to this class.
Ž .Note that the reduction needs to be of the form 1 in order to qualify for
further reduction so that, as the authors point out, one cannot choose
one's new variables too carefully.
In any case the crucial property might be said to be that the n-dimen-
Ž .sional system 1 is a linear extension by
y q V2 y , . . . , y y s 0, 4Ž . Ž .Èn 1 ny1 n
of an n y 1-dimensional system:
y q n 2 y s g y , . . . , y i s 1, . . . , n y 1. 5Ž . Ž .Èi i i 1 ny1
Ž . Ž .It is natural to view the relationship between 1 and 5 in two ways: as
reduction or extension. Because of the rational nature of the transforma-
tions involved we will restrict attention to the case where all unspecified
functions are rational in their arguments. In this context the general class
Ž .1 is preserved by linear transformations of the dependent variables and
the reduction process is seen to be naturally projective: we may regard the
n y 1 equations of the reduction as living on a coordinate patch of PC ny1.
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The natural transformations on the reductions are therefore rational
Žlinear or projective maps. Conversely, given a system in some coordinate
. ny1representation on PC , we may lift it to an n-dimensional system and
we call this a projecti¤e lift. The end of a sequence of projective lifts is a
system satisfying the criteria to be a generalized Ermakov system in the
sense of Rogers and Schief.
In this paper we first present the projective reduction. We will loosen
slightly the definition of Rogers and Schief by saying that the choice of
projective variables is immaterial. Any choice will give a system projec-
tively equivalent to a system satisfying their criterion. So even for systems
Ž .not in the classical form 1 a suitable projection displays it as a linear
extension. We then reverse the reduction to discuss projective lifts. Each
lifting introduces a new function of the old variables and so one may give a
general constructive description of the Rogers Schief generalization in
``standard'' form. It is natural to ask just how general such a process is. For
instance it also allows us to lift first order equations by first order linear
equations. We do this for the Bernoulli equation. Finally we discuss the
lifting and reduction process from the Lie symmetry algebra point of view
which allows a simple, abstract formulation. We show how to construct the
lifting as a reduction of a twice prolonged system where the prolongations
respect the symmetry of the initial system.
2. PROJECTIVE REDUCTION
Ž .A general system of the form 1 , the f having no property beyondi
rationality, will be of the same form after a linear transformation:
n
x ‹ a x . 6Ž .Ýi i j j
js1
We shall see in the next section that under a combination of a lift and a
projection we may choose variables in terms of which n 2 s 0 and so we do
this now without loss of generality. Now consider the change of variables:
xi
y s i s 1, . . . , n y 1 7Ž .i xn
1
y s 8Ž .n xn
› s x 2› . 9Ž .s n t
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Using the prime symbol for the new s derivation we obtain
yY s x 3 f y x x 2 f , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, 10Ž .i n i i n n
and
yY q x 2 f s 0. 11Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž .The right hand side of 10 will be functions only of y , . . . , y and 111 ny1
will be linear in y if and only if the f are all homogeneous of weight y3.n i
In that case:
yY s f y , . . . , y , 1 y y f y , . . . , y , 1 i s 1, . . . , n y 1 12Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 1 ny1 i n 1 ny1
and
yY q f y , . . . , y , 1 y s 0. 13Ž . Ž .n n 1 ny1 n
Ž . Ž .We call 12 a projecti¤e reduction of 1 . The reduction depends upon the
choice of x and since we can allow linear maps of the x the generaln i
reduction must be effected by:
Ýn a xjs1 i j j
y s i s 1, . . . , n y 1 14Ž .i nÝ a xjs1 n j j
1
y s 15Ž .n nÝ a xjs1 n j j
2n
› s a x › . 16Ž .Ýs n j j tž /
js1
Linearly equivalent systems in n variables have, as projective reductions,
projectively equivalent systems in n y 1 variables: that is,
yY s g y , . . . , y i s 1, . . . , n y 1,Ž .i i 1 ny1
and
yY s g y , . . . , y i s 1, . . . , n y 1,Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ .i i 1 ny1
will be equivalent under a correspondence of the form:
a q Ýny1a yin js1 i j j
y s ,Ãi ny1a q Ý a ynn js1 n j j
2ny1
Ã› s a q a y › .Ýs nn n j j sž /js1
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From this point of view we must regard
yY s yy3 y y yy31 2 1 2
17Ž .
yY s yy3 y yy22 1 1
as a Ermakov system because it is projectively equivalent to
yY s yy3Ã Ã1 2
18Ž .
yY s yy3Ã Ã2 1
Ž . Ž . Žunder the transformation y s y r 1 q y , y s y r 1 q y and › s 1Ã Ã Ã Ã1 1 1 2 2 1 s
2Ã.q y › even though it is not in the form of a classical Ermakov system.Ã1 s
Of course, one can mess up the standard form in any way one likes with
wild enough transformations, but the point here is that the inductive
definition of Rogers and Schief is more natural under such general
equivalence.
Note that demanding homogeneity of weight y3 of the f of itself leavesi
Ž .no trace in the projective reduction 12 which appears as a quite general
rational system.
Before dealing with projective lifting proper let us note that if we extend
Ž .the system 1 by a single equation in a single new variable,
x q n 2 x s 0,Ènq1 nq1
and then implement the projective reduction x ‹ x rx and so on wen n nq1
2 Ž .will obtain the autonomous form, i.e., we just set n s 0 in 1 . The
autonomous and nonautonomous forms are projectively equivalent.
3. PROJECTIVE LIFTING
By a projecti¤e lift we mean the extension via a single linear equation of
a system in n y 1 variables of the form
yY s g y , . . . , y i s 1, . . . , n y 1 19Ž . Ž .i i 1 ny1
where the g are quite general rational functions, to one in n variables ofi
Ž . Ž 2 .the form 1 with n s 0 where the f are homogeneous of degree y3.i
The lift involves a single extra rational function in the variables
y , . . . , y .1 ny1
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Ž .Let g y , . . . , y be a new rational function of n y 1 variables andn 1 ny1
define the f for i s 1, . . . , n byi
1 x x x x x1 ny1 i 1 ny1
f x , . . . , x s g , . . . , q g , . . . , , 20Ž . Ž .i 1 n i n3 4ž / ž /x x x xx xn n n nn n
for i s 1, . . . , n y 1 and
1 x x1 ny1
f x , . . . , x s g , . . . , . 21Ž . Ž .n 1 n n3 ž /x xx n nn
Ž . 2It is straightforward to check that 1 with this choice of f and n s 0i
Ž .has 19 as projective reduction. These systems are then the generalized
w xErmakov systems of Rogers and Schief 11 .
It is natural now to apply the process of projective lifting to other
equations.
4. FURTHER GENERALIZATION
Projective reduction can be applied to the simpler class of equation
1 x1
x q n x s FÇ1 1 1 ž /x x1 2
22Ž .
1 x1
x q n x s F .Ç2 2 2 ž /x x2 2
The n term can be removed, as before, and reduction yields
1
y s F y y y F yŽ . Ž .Ç1 1 1 1 2 1y1 23Ž .
y s y F y .Ž .Ç2 2 2 1
Ž .In fact, Eq. 22 is related to the Ermakov system in the same way that
the Bernoulli equation,
y q ay s bry , 24Ž .Ç
w xwith b constant, is related to the Ermakov]Pinney equation 5 ,
y q ay s yb2ry 3 , 25Ž .È Ä
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where a s a y a2, which is the precursor of the Ermakov system: namely,Ä Ç
Ž .every solution of the former equation 24 is also a solution of the latter
Ž . Ž .25 . Differentiating the autonomous case of 22 , n s 0, with respect to t
we obtain:
31 x x1 1X X2x s yF q F F y F FÈ1 1 1 1 1 23 ž /ž /x xx 2 21
26Ž .
1 x x2 1X X2x s yF q F F y F F ,È2 2 1 2 2 23 ž /x xx 1 22
prime denoting derivation with respect to the argument. This is a classical
Ermakov system. Conversely, given a classical Ermakov system of the form
Ž . Ž 2 .1 again with n s 0 for convenience we may associate it with a family
Ž .of equations of the form 22 if solutions can be found to the coupled
system:
f s yF 2 q yF FX y y3FX F1 1 1 1 1 2
27Ž .1
X X2f s yF q F F y yF F .2 2 1 2 2 2y
It is easily shown that this pair reduces to the solution of a single Riccati
equation and a straightforward integral. Thus with the classical Ermakov
system one associates a two parameter family of first order systems. What
is compromised in this association is our predeliction towards rational F1
and F . The solution spaces of the first order family are subsets of the2
solution space of the associated second order system.
It is now clear that further generalization will be afforded by a sequence
X Ž .of projective lifts of any first order equation y s F y . This generalization
gives systems of arbitrary dimensionality: that is, whereas Ermakov gener-
alizations have an even number of variables: x , x , . . . , x , x s1 2 n nq1
x , x s x , . . . , x s x , the Bernoulli generalization has any number:Ç Ç Ç1 nq2 2 2 n n
x , x , . . . , x .1 2 m
The projective lift of
X Ãy s G y , . . . , y i s 1, . . . , n y 1, 28Ž . Ž .i i 1 ny1
by
X Ãy s yy G y , . . . , y 29Ž . Ž .n n n 1 ny1
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is the system
1 x x x x x1 ny1 i 1 ny1Ã Ãx s G , . . . , q G , . . . , 30Ž .Çi i nž / ž /ž /x x x x x xn n n n n n
i s 1, . . . , n y 1
1 x x1 ny1Ãx s G , . . . , . 31Ž .Çn n ž /x x xn n n
The general standard form of these Bernoulli systems is then seen to be
n 1
x s x G 32Ž .Ç Ýi i j2x jjsi
where the function G is homogeneous of weight zero and in the variablesj
x , . . . , x except that G is, like G , homogeneous in both x and x . Note1 j 1 2 1 2
that we have chosen G so that the simplest member of the hierarchy is1
Ž . Ž .y s 1ry G y . We restrict attention to the case that all the G areÇ1 1 1 1 j
rational.
5. THE ROLE OF SYMMETRIES
The system of n first order equations,
1
x s F x , . . . , x i s 1, . . . , nŽ .Çi i 1 nxi
the F being rational, homogeneous functions of weight zero, admits ati
least the noncharacteristic symmetries generated by the vector fields:
¤ s 2 t› q Ýn x › and ¤ s › . This is easily verified by considering0 t is1 i i 1 t
commutators of vector fields. But it is appropriate to do this in the spirit of
what follows by constructing the exterior differential ideal Q generated
over the field F of functions rational in t, x , . . . , x by the n one-forms1 n
Ž .u s dx y 1rx F dt for i s 1, . . . , n:i i i i
² :Q s F u , . . . , u .1 n
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The ideal is differential in the sense that dQ ; Q. It is easily seen that
L Q : Q and L Q : Q, where L denotes the Lie derivative with¤ ¤ ¤0 1
@ @respect to a vector field ¤ , but ¤ Q and ¤ Q are not contained in Q, i.e.,0 1
¤ and ¤ are not characteristic.0 1
w x w xIn 2 a formulation of Lie symmetry theory 7, 4 for ordinary differen-
tial equations is given in terms of exterior differential ideals. If Q is such
 < 4an ideal, then ¤ L Q : Q is the Lie symmetry algebra of Q. It contains¤
 < @ 4as an algebra ideal x s ¤ ¤ Q ; Q , the characteristic algebra. The Lie
symmetry algebra factored out by x , the noncharacteristic symmetry
algebra is important in the symmetry reduction theory.
Given a noncharacteristic, symmetry vector field, ¤ of a differential
ideal, Q, generated over F by r one-forms, one may construct a differen-
@tial ideal of Q, Q 1 Q, for which ¤ is characteristic, so ¤ Q ; Q . The1 1 1
factored ideal QrQ represents a first order ordinary differential equation1
on any solution manifold for Q . This is the symmetry reduction procedure1
w xfor ordinary differential equations; see, e.g., 2, 8 . However, it is easy to
convince oneself that projective reduction, as described above, is not a
symmetry reduction in this sense. The obstacle is the nonlocal change of
variable implied by › s x 2› .s n t
To understand the projective reduction as a symmetry reduction we
must first prolong the whole exterior algebra by one new variable, s
Ž Ž ..correspondingly extend F to F s F s and prolong Q by the one-form
2Ž .u s ds y 1rx dt to Q:0 n
² :Q s F u , u , . . . , u .0 1 n
It is easily verified that Q is a differential ideal with noncharacteristic
symmetries ¤ , ¤ and ¤ s › . Here are the Lie derivatives of the0 1 2 s
generating one-forms:
L u s 0 L u s u i s 1, . . . , n¤ 0 ¤ i i0 0
L u s 0 L u s 0 i s 1, . . . , n¤ 0 ¤ i1 1
L u s 0 L u s 0 i s 1, . . . , n.¤ 0 ¤ i2 2
In general the noncharacteristic symmetry algebra, S , of an idealQ1
Q 1 Q is not simply related to S , that of Q. However, the above1 Q
prolongation has been constructed so that S 1 S . Consequently, we mayQ Q
execute a symmetry reduction of Q by symmetries of Q. Reduction by ¤ 1
Äyields an ideal Q, for which ¤ is characteristic, and which still admits ¤1 0
Žand ¤ as symmetries. This is really because S is contained in the2 Q
Ä Ä 2w x . Ž .idealizer of ¤ 2 . Q is generated by one-forms: u s u y x rx F u s1 i i n i i 0
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Ž 2 .dx y x rx F ds for i s 1, . . . , n. Now we may use the symmetry ¤ si n i i 0
n Ä X Ä2 t› q Ý x › to reduce the ideal Q to Q 1 Q for which ¤ is charac-t is1 i i 0
Žteristic. Because we have reduced by › already, we may actually take ¤t 0
n X Ä Ä.to be just Ý x › . Q is generated by the one-forms x u y x u s x dxis1 i i n i i n n i
Ž Ž 3 . .y x dx q x x F y x rx F ds which does indeed describe the pro-i n n i n n i i
jective reduction. QX is not contained in Q.
More generally suppose Q is a simple differential ideal of the exterior
 <algebra n with noncharacteristic symmetry algebra, S s ¤ L Q :Q ¤
@ 4Q, ¤ Q › Q . Let n be a prolongation of n by a new variable, s, and let
v be any S -invariant one-form in n, i.e., L v s 0, ;¤ g S . We alsoQ ¤ Q
require that dv g Q which is not in general guaranteed by invariance.
Define Q to be the ideal generated by Q and ds y v. Then Q 1 Q 1 n
Ž .as differential ideals. Invariance of v implies that dv is in Q. SQ
contains S as an ideal and includes the symmetry › . Q is the reduction ofQ s
Q by › . But we may also reduce Q by any other symmetry of Q and if v iss
not exact such reductions have a ``nonlocal'' appearance in the sense that
the new variables are not expressed as a function of the old. For the
Ž 2 .projective reductions, v s 1rx dt is just such an inexact, S -invariantn Q
one-form.
A more trivial illustration than the present one is afforded by the
following. Consider a general first order homogeneous equation repre-
Ž .sented by the one-form u s dy y f yrx dx. It has noncharacteristic sym-
metry x› q y› . The class of one-forms invariant under this symmetryx y
includes v s y ny1 xyn dx which is inexact and also satisfies dv s m n u
for some one form m. Thus we have a prolonged ideal generated by u s u1
and u s ds y v which we can reduce by x› q y› because it is still a0 x y
noncharacteristic symmetry of the prolonged ideal. So doing leads to the
ynq1Ž Ž . .reduced equation d¤rds s ¤ f ¤ y ¤ where ¤ s yrx. The single
extension and single reduction yield a system of the same rank as the
original.
The lifting process for the Ermakov and Bernoulli systems can be
treated in a similar vein. Given a differential ideal Q generated over F by
one-forms u , . . . , u we create a prolonged ideal, Q in a prolonged1 ny1
exterior differential algebra, as before, Q being generated by u , . . . , u1 ny1
and u g n _ n . u must have the property that du g Q. There is a0 0 0
@vector field ¤ , characteristic for Q, with ¤ u s 1 and it follows that ¤ is a0
noncharacteristic Lie symmetry vector field of Q. In the case of a projec-
Ž .tive lift we take Q generated by dy y G y , . . . , y ds for i s 1, . . . ,i i 1 ny1
Ž . Ž .n y 1 and u s 1ry dy y G y , . . . , y ds. Then ¤ s y › is the0 n n n 1 ny1 n yn
new symmetry for Q. Rewriting in terms of variables x s y ry fori i n
Ži s 1, . . . , n y 1 and y s 1rx , Q is generated by u s dx q x G yn n i i i n
.x G ds for i s 1, . . . , n y 1 and u s dx q x G ds where the G aren i n n n n i
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homogeneous of weight zero in the x for i s 1, . . . , n. The symmetryi
¤ s y › has the expression ¤ s yÝn x › in the new variables. Finallyn n is1 i x i
we extend by the one-form dt y x 2 ds and reduce by the symmetry › .n s
This provides a description of the generalized Bernoulli systems as the
 4sequence Q of ideals in the following diagram:i
. . .
Ž1. Ž2.Q ¤ Q ¤ Qiy1 iy1 iy1
. . p.
Ž1. Ž2.Q ¤ Q ¤ Qi i i
. . p.
Ž1.Q ¤ Q ¤iq1 iq1
. . .
Prolongations are denoted by ¤ and symmetry reductions by p . These
are the only inclusions. Vertically aligned ideals have identical rank.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have given a geometrical treatment of the generalized
w xErmakov systems of 11 and extended it to Bernoulli systems. The con-
struction has been presented in a way which clarifies the role of symmetry
via prolongations and reductions. In particular, the key element in the
projective lift is the existence of an inexact one-form invariant under the
symmetry algebra. This procedure is generally believed to be the salient
feature of Ermakov systems but it is clearly one which can be used for
building or breaking up still more general systems of differential equa-
tions.
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